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ABSTRACT
With the prevalent of smart devices and home automations, voice
command has become a popular User Interface (UI) channel in the
IoT environment. Although Voice Control System (VCS) has the
advantages of great convenience, it is extremely vulnerable to the
spoofing attack (e.g., replay attack, hidden/inaudible command attack) due to its broadcast nature. In this study, we present WiVo, a
device-free voice liveness detection system based on the prevalent
wireless signals generated by IoT devices without any additional devices or sensors carried by the users. The basic motivation of WiVo
is to distinguish the authentic voice command from a spoofed one
via its corresponding mouth motions, which can be captured and
recognized by wireless signals. To achieve this goal, WiVo builds a
theoretical model to characterize the correlation between wireless
signal dynamics and the user’s voice syllables. WiVo extracts the
unique features from both voice and wireless signals, and then calculates the consistency between these different types of signals in
order to determine whether the voice command is generated by the
authentic user of VCS or an adversary. To evaluate the effectiveness
of WiVo, we build a testbed based on Samsung SmartThings framework and include WiVo as a new application, which is expected
to significantly enhance the security of the existing VCS. We have
evaluated WiVo with 6 participants and different voice commands.
Experimental evaluation results demonstrate that WiVo achieves
the overall 99% detection rate with 1% false accept rate and has a
low latency.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Smart home or home automation systems are gaining an increasing
popularity due to its great convenience of allowing the users to
remotely control their domestic appliances (e.g., LED lights, temperature controller, microwave, refrigerator) via a diversified range
of Internet-of-Things (IoT) user interfaces such as wireless communications, voice control and image sensing. According to the
Parks Associates’ list of Top 10 Consumer IoT Trends in 2017, voice
control is vying to become the primary user interface for the smart
home and connected lifestyle [5]. The typical IoT voice controllers
include Amazon Alexa, Samsung SmartThings, Google Home, and
other interactive voice interfaces. The market share of Voice Control System (VCS) was $5.15 billion in 2016 and is expected to reach
$18.3 billion by 2023 [4].
Though VCS is regarded as one of the most promising user interfaces, it also introduces new security risks due to its inherent
broadcast nature, which makes it extremely vulnerable for spoofing
attacks such as the replay attacks, the hidden command attacks and
the inaudible command attacks. In the replay attacks, an adversary
tries to fool the VCS by using the pre-recorded voice of the legitimate user[11]. The hidden command attacks use a falsified speech
signal as the system input[7]. As an extreme case of spoofing attacks, the latest researches [17, 25] show that it is feasible to inject
some hidden or even inaudible voice commands which cannot be
understood/heard by the human but can still be understood by
the VCS. This kind of spoofing attacks opens a new door for the
adversary to query the user’s sensitive information, and perform
undesirable operations, which poses a serious threat on the security
of smart home systems.
There are two types of approaches that have been proposed to
defend against these attacks, including voice password based access control and two-factor based liveness detection. The password
based access control requires the user to speak special password
before giving the voice commands [6], which is vulnerable to eavesdropping attack. The two-factor based liveness detection leverages
the information that is highly correlated to the VCS operations (e.g.,
image or video collected by camera [9], magnetic filed emitted from
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loudspeakers [8], time-difference-of-arrival changes from different
microphones [27], acceleration data of user’s wearable devices [13]
and the Doppler shift of ultrasonic caused by mouth motion [26]) as
the user liveness features. However, the existing two-factor based
liveness detection schemes require the users to carry the specialized
sensing devices to collect the liveness information which seriously
limits its practicality. Some of these schemes also impose unacceptable privacy risks, since image or video data can be utilized to infer
the users’ behaviors in their daily life.
In this study, we present WiVo, a device-free voice liveness detection system based on the prevalent wireless signals generated
by WiFi devices without the users carrying any additional devices
or sensors. WiVo starts from the following observations: firstly,
according to Lip-reading, it is feasible to understand speech by
interpreting the movements of the lips, face and tongue. In other
words, voice command can be cross-checked by the mouth motions.
Secondly, the existing researches show that a large set of in-door
activities can be identified by using device-free Channel State Information (CSI) based sensing techniques. Therefore, it is natural
to raise the following question: is it feasible to build the correlation
between the CSI change and the mouth motion, and leverage this
correlation to verify the liveness of voice command?
To answer the question above, WiVo should address three major
challenges: i) The impact of mouth motion on wireless signals is
subtle. Although previous works utilize sophisticated method such
as MIMO beamforming or Frequency-Modulated Carrier Waves
(FMCW) [22, 24] to improve the wireless sensing capability, they
may not work for our problem since these sophisticated sensing techniques cannot be implemented in commercial IoT devices.
Therefore, for signals collected by commercial off the shelf (COTS)
devices, a novel signal processing method is highly desirable. ii)
According to our experimental result, only the jaw and tongue
movements can be recognized by wireless signals while the vocal
vibration which contributes a lot to voice signal could not be distinguished. Therefore, we should build a new model to describe
the correlation among the CSI changes, mouth motion, and the
syllables of voice signal. iii) To correlate the voice and CSI signals,
how to select appropriate features from these two-dimensional signals remains a big challenge. The contributions of this work are
summarized as follows:
• We present WiVo, a two-factor liveness detection system to
thwart the various attacks towards VCS by analyzing the
consistency between voice and CSI signals. By utilizing the
existing wireless signals in IoT environment, WiVo shows its
advantages of device-free, feasible deployment and privacy
preservation.
• We study the correlation between voice samples and wireless
signals. Specifically, we build a mapping model between the
voice signals of syllables and their corresponding CSI change
patterns.
• We devise the architecture and algorithms of WiVo. We exploit some effective technical mechanisms to process voice
samples and CSI data, design novel algorithms to extract the
features from these different types of signals, and propose
the liveness decision algorithm.
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Figure 1: Illustrations of the attack to VCS.
• We design and implement a testbed on Samsung SmartThings platform to evaluate WiVo. Our extensive experimental results on 6 volunteers show that WiVo achieves 99%
detection accuracy with 1% false accept rate, and demonstrate the effectiveness and flexibility of WiVo.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to exploit
wireless signals to perform liveness detection for VCS. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce
the preliminaries of this work. In Section 3, we introduce the research motivation by showing the consistency between voice and
wireless signal changes during user’s speaking. We elaborate the
detailed design of WiVo in Section 4, which is followed by evaluation, discussion and related work in Section 5, 6 and 7 respectively.
Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 8.

2 PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Attack Model
In this study, we consider the spoofing attack, which is defined
as that the adversary tries to fool the VCS by injecting some fake
or outdated voice commands as illustrated in Fig. 1. The existing
studies show that there are three variants for spoofing attack.
• Replay attack. The adversary can deploy a recorder to obtain the authentic user’s voice samples, and then utilize a
loudspeaker to play the pre-collected voice samples to spoof
the VCS [11].
• Hidden voice attack. Most VCSs extract Mel-frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) from human voice to perform speech
recognition. Thus the adversary can generate voice samples
which are heard as noise by human ears but contain the
user’s MFCC features to spoof the VCS [7].
• Inaudible attack. Recent studies show that many microphones
have drawbacks on their system frequency responses. The
adversary thus can utilize ultrasonic signals to synthesize
voice commands which can not be heard by human to spoof
the VCS [17, 25].
Without loss of the generality, in the remainder of this work,
we use spoofing attacks to represent the three kinds of attacks
above. Our proposed defense technique is based on the fact that,
in the spoofing attacks, the fake voice commands are generated by
the machine rather than the human, which means that there are
no corresponding mouth motions for these voice commands. This
inconsistency can be leveraged for liveness detection. Our study
does not consider the insider attack, which means the adversary
can break into the home and impersonate a real user to inject fake
voice command. This strong attack model is less practical in a smart
home environment, which is out of the scope of this research.

WiVo: Enhancing the Security of Voice Control System via Wireless Signal
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(a) Human speaking scenario.

Channel State Information

In this paper, we consider the WiFi wireless communication protocol which is popular in many VCSs [20]. WiFi standards like IEEE
802.11n/ac all support Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
(OFDM), which are expected to significantly improve the channel
capacity of the wireless system [1]. In a wireless communication
system with transmitter antenna number NT X , receiver antenna
number N RX and OFDM subcarriers number Ns , system will use
NT X × N RX × Ns subcarriers to transmit signal at the same time.
CSI measures Channel Frequency Response (CFR) H in different
subcarriers. In this paper, we only consider the system with only
single antenna pair, and thus CSI data extracted from a packet could
be represented by Ns dimension vector. And for the i-th subcarrier,
CSI value Hi can be defined as:
Hi = |Hi | e j ∠Hi = αe −j2π f τ ,

(1)

where α is the signal magnitude, f is the frequency and τ is the
time-of-light.
Since the received signal reflects the constructive and destructive
interference of several multi-path signals scattered from the surrounding objects, the movements of the lips and jaw while issuing
a voice command can generate a unique pattern in the time-series
of CSI values, which can be related to the voice wave of command.
And CSI extraction is quite easy: we can deploy Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) [2] and COTS device (e.g., Intel 5300)
to extract CSI with all subcarrier values and 30 subcarrier values
respectively.

2.3

Articulatory Gesture

It is widely known that the articulation is related to human organs (e.g., vocal cords, tongue, lips, jaw), as shown in Fig. 2. Voice
differences depend on the motions of organs, which could affect
the vibration frequency of the air, i.e., the timbre. According to the
position of the vibrating air, the procedure of voice generation is
mainly divided into three stages:
i) Voice generation procedure starts when the air is sent out from
the thorax. The air passes through the vocal cords comprising of
cartilages and muscles, whose different shapes and positions have a
significant effect on the air. ii) The air arrives at the soft palate after
passing through the pharynx. The soft palate controls the direction
and speed of the airflow and decides whether it could enter into
nasal cavity. iii) The voice wave is about to leave the mouth when
the air arrives at the oral cavity. In this period, the user can produce
different phonemes with different motions of tongue, lips and jaw.

Voice

2.2

CSI Amplitude

Figure 2: Vocal organs[3].
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(b) CSI and voice samples during speaking.

Figure 3: Illustrations of the two different attacks to VCS.

3

MOTIVATION

In this section, we elaborate the rationale behind WiVo by answering the following questions: firstly, do the mouth motions really
have the correlation with the change of WiFi signals? Secondly, how
can we capture this correlation between the mouth motions and
the CSI vibration? We answer these two questions via performing
a series of experiments.

3.1

The Influence of Mouth Motion on CSI

Fig. 3(a) demonstrates the typical scenario of human speaking in
VCS environment such as SmartThings or Amazon Alexa platform.
When a user interacts with VCS, WiVo exploits a pair of antennas
of the IoT devices in the proximity to collect the CSI data, and the
microphone starts recording the voice samples simultaneously. Generally speaking, since CSI reflects the constructive and destructive
interference of several multi-path signals, the change of multi-path
propagation caused by the mouth motions during the voice speaking can generate a unique pattern in the time-series of CSI values.
In this case, we investigate the influence of the mouth motions on
the CSI, which can be regarded as liveness pattern of the user. As
shown in Fig. 3(b), the dramatic fluctuations of CSI waveforms happen with the occurrence of human voice. If an adversary launches
the various spoofing attacks described in Section 2.1, which means
the fake voice command is injected without any corresponding
mouth motions, the attacks can be easily detected due to the lack of
the corresponding changes in CSI data. Therefore, our experimental results validate our intuition that it is possible to leverage the
consistency of fluctuations between voice samples and CSI streams
to detect the spoofing attacks.
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Figure 4: Mouth shapes of four basic syllables.
Table 1: Four categories of syllables.
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Syllables
/a:/ /æ/ /ai/
/e/ /ei/
/ / / :/
/u:/ //
/ / /i /
c c

Mouth motion
Hiant
Grin
Round
Pout
Non-significant

Words
bar, bicycle
A, base
lot, saw
root, shoe
sir, here

Building the Correlation of CSI Vibration
and Voice Syllables

The previous works have demonstrated the feasibility of sensing
human movements via wireless signals. However, achieving very
precise syllable recognition is less possible in IoT environment since
it may be beyond the sensing capability of WiFi signal. As shown
in Eqn. 1, the sensing capability of wireless signal depends on the
wavelength of signals. In practice, the WiFi signal (i.e., 12.5cm wavelength for 2.4GHz) based sensing mechanisms cannot accurately
capture the tiny motion of human mouth. What is worse, WiFi can
only recognize the motion of tongue, lips and jaw, and the impact
of other vocal organs can not be recognized. According to the study
of Dodd et al. [12], only 40% words in English can be recognized by
only considering mouth motions.
To address the challenges above, in this paper, we classify the
mouth motions into four categories, including hiant, grin, round
and pout, which correspond to Fig 4.(a), (b), (c) and (d), respectively.
Most voice syllables can be categorized into one of these types,
while only a few syllables with non-significant mouth movements
cannot be precisely captured by WiFi. More specifically, the hiant,
the motion of opening the mouth largely, can pronounce the syllable
that includes the phoneme like /a:/ and /æ/, which can be heard in
words, such as “bar” and “ha”. The grin, the motion of grinning
human mouth like Fig 4.(b), can pronounce the syllable that is made
of phoneme, like /e/ and /ei/, which can be heard in words, such
as “A” and “base”. The round, rounding lips at ease, can generate
the syllable that made of phoneme, like / :/ , which can be heard
in words, such as “lot” and “saw”. Finally, the pout, the motion
pouting the lips, can send out the syllable that is made of phoneme,
like /u:/, which can be heard in words, such as “root” and “shoe”.
After such division, different types of syllables can be correlated
with different CSI features as mentioned in the following sections.

Word-based
Feature Extraction

Syllable-based
Feature Extraction

SIFT

Time
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Figure 5: Workflow of WiVo.

4 SYSTEM DESIGN
4.1 System Overview
The basic strategy of WiVo is detecting if a voice command is an authentic one by checking the consistency between the voice samples
and its corresponding CSI data introduced by mouth motions. The
CSI data can be collected via a specialized device (e.g., USRP) or the
COTS device. In the context of smart home, with the prevalent of
IoT platforms such as Samsung SmartThings, which controls the
smart devices with wireless signals, it is technically feasible to take
advantage of these existing wireless infrastructures to collect the
voice samples and their corresponding CSI data simultaneously.
As shown in Fig. 5, WiVo consists of the following four modules.
In Data Collection Module, when human voice is detected by the
voice sensor, WiVo collects the voice samples and its corresponding
CSI data. In Data Cleansing and Preprocessing Module, WiVo exploits
wavelet based method to remove the noise in CSI, and segments
the syllables from the collected voice samples. Feature Extraction
Module enables WiVo to select appropriate features from word level
and syllable level respectively. Finally, Feature Matching Module
utilizes a classification method to determine whether the received
voice command is an authentic one or suffering from spoofing
attacks.

4.2

Voice Samples and CSI Data Collection

In this subsection, we introduce how to collect voice samples and
the corresponding CSI data. For most of the VCSs (e.g., Google
Now and Amazon Alexa), it is required for the user to speak a
predefined magic word, which can be utilized as a trigger. For
instance, Apple iPhone needs "Hey, Siri" and Amazon Alexa needs
"Alexa" to initialize the voice assistant. WiVo only starts when the
voice trigger is recognized by the VCS. After WiVo is activated,
WiVo utilizes two antennas to collect CSI data. These antennas

c
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∞
1 
1 
x[n] = √
Wϕ [j 0 , k]ϕ j0,k [n] + √
Wψ [j, k]ψ j,k [n],
L k
L j=j0 k
(2)
where L represents the length of x[n]. The functions ϕ j0,k [n] refer
to scaling functions and the corresponding coefficients Wϕ [j 0 , k]
refer to the approximation coefficients. Similarly, functions ψ j,k [n]
refer to wavelet functions and coefficients Wψ [j, k] refer to detail
coefficients. During the decomposition process, the origin signal
is firstly divided into the approximation coefficients and detail
coefficients. Then the approximation coefficients are iteratively
divided into the approximation and detail coefficients of next level.
Threshold Selection. After recursive DWT decomposition, the
raw signal is broken into detail coefficients (high-frequency) and
approximation coefficients (low-frequency) at different frequency
levels. Then, the threshold is applied to the detail coefficients to
remove their noisy parts. In this study, we empirically choose an
adaptive minimax threshold based on the experimental results.
Wavelet Reconstruction. After the two steps above, we reconstruct the signal to achieve noise removal by combining the
coefficients of the last approximation level with all thresholded
details. We choose Daubechies D4 wavelet [18] and perform 4-level
DWT decomposition in wavelet denoising in this study. As shown
in Fig. 6(c), after wavelet-based denoising, most of the burst noises
can be removed.

4.3.2 Word and Syllable Extraction. After performing wavelet
based denoising, it is observed that the CSI waveform shows a
strong correlation with mouth motions. To compare the consistency
between CSI and voice samples, it is critical to detect the start and
end point of syllable on CSI data. However, directly applying burst
detection method on CSI data does not work well in this case since
the CSI waveform has many break points during the mouth motions.
Therefore, we firstly perform word detection on voice samples, then
divide the word sample into multiple syllables, and finally extract
the corresponding CSI syllable data according to the timestamps.
Inter Word Segmentation. During speaking a command, there
is a short interval (e.g., 200ms) between pronouncing two successive
words. Therefore WiVo can leverage the interval between two voice
samples to segment the words. WiVo exploits double-threshold
detection method in this paper. Specifically, WiVo splits the voice
samples v[n] into frames of 512 points length, with shifting 256
points each time. For totally N frames, WiVo calculates the short

7

8

9

40
STE/ZCR

4.3.1 CSI Denoising. Before launching liveness detection, WiVo
leverages wavelet denoising to eliminate the high frequency noises
from the collected CSI data. Wavelet denoising includes three main
steps as follows:
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). Generally speaking, an
original discrete signal x [n] can be expressed in terms of the wavelet
function by the following equation:

STE
ZCR

20
0

Amplitude

4.3

1
Voice

can be equipped by the different devices, or incorporated in the
same device in IoT environment. WiVo allows a transmit antenna
to continuously send wireless packets (such as broadcast packets)
and another antenna to receive packets, and extracts CSI data from
the preamble sequences of these packets.
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Figure 6: An example of inter word segmentation.
term energy ST E[n] and zero-crossing rate ZCR[n], and chooses
two adaptive thresholds for ST E[n] and ZCR[n] to detect the start
and end points of word. Fig. 6 illustrates the proceeding of dividing
the CSI data into several word waveforms. Thus, we can divide the
CSI data into several word waveforms. The i th word’s waveform
Wi from the k th subcarrier H (:, k) can be represented as follows.
Wi = H (si : ei , k),

(3)

where si and ei are the start and end CSI indexes of the i th words
which are converted from the timestamps on voice samples. Note
that, si and ei are extended on both sides by 200 CSI samples,
respectively, due to the fact that the CSI change introduced by the
mouth motion can be observed a little bit earlier than the speech
can be heard.
Inner Word Segmentation. The next step of WiVo is dividing
the given CSI word waveform into multiple CSI syllable waveforms.
Then WiVo calculates the similarity between the collected CSI syllable samples and pre-trained CSI syllables. Similar to inter word
segmentation, WiVo processes the voice samples of a given word
and obtains the corresponding syllables. To extract the syllables
from a word, WiVo utilizes Munich Automatic Segmentation System (MAUS), a widely adopted phonetic segmentation system [14].
MAUS is based on the Hidden Markov Model method, and it can label the syllables of voice signals by analyzing the sound file and text
description of the voice. Fig. 7 is an example of the operation result
of MAUS, which segments a voice signal (“Open the door”) into
several phonemes. Then, WiVo combines these phonemes into multiple syllables based on phonetic knowledge. It is worth mentioning
that there are still some subtle errors in the syllables segmentation
results utilizing MAUS, so WiVo also utilizes the above inter word
segmentation result to improve the segmentation performance. After these steps, we obtain the start and end points of each syllable
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4.4

Word Based Feature Extraction

As mentioned in Section 3.1, it is observed that CSI variation occurs
along with the human pronunciation. Thus, after performing the
wavelet-based noise removing and inter-word segmentation, WiVo
calculates the correlation between CSI and voice samples to determine if the voice command and the mouth motion are consistent.
In particular, after performing wavelet denoising, CSI data still
composes of 52 subcarriers. To remove the DC components in all
subcarriers and extract the strongest correlation component with
mouth motions, WiVo adopts PCA to extract the first principle component of all CSI subcarriers. Then, we adopt Short Time Fourier
Transform (STFT) to obtain the two-dimensional frequency spectrograms of the CSI data and voice samples. Fig. 8(a) shows the
frequency shifts on the voice samples. Fig. 8(b) and Fig. 8(c) show the
corresponding CSI data spectrograms in a non-attack scenario, and
in a spoofing attack scenario, respectively. Note that, in a spoofing
attack, the recorded voice is injected without any corresponding
mouth motion. As shown in Fig. 8, the contours are marked by
the black lines. It is observed that, in a non-attack scenario, the
contours of CSI and voice samples have similar variation trends.
However, in an attack scenario, the CSI variants are not in line
with the corresponding voice due to lack of corresponding mouth
motions.
Thus we can calculate the similarity between the contours of
both CSI and voice spectrograms to measure its correlation. To
extract the contour from the CSI frequency spectrogram, we firstly
resize the CSI spectrogram with frequency from 0 to 30Hz into a
m-by-n matrix MCS I (i, h) and normalize the MCS I (i, h) to a range
between 0 and 1. Note that, in MCS I (i, h), each column represents
the normalized frequency shifts during the i t h time slide. Then,
we choose a pre-defined threshold and get the contour CCS I (i),
where i = 1...n. CCS I (i) is the maximum value j which satisfies
that MCS I (i, j) ≥ threshold. Calculating contours CV oice (i) for the
voice spectrograms is similar to calculating CCS I (i). However, as
mentioned in Section 4.3.2, we can set the value CV oice (i) to 0, if
the i t h time slide is not within the word segments.
After obtaining CCS I (i) and CV oice (i), we measure the correlation between these two contours by adopting Pearson correlation
coefficient [15], which is defined as Corr . Corr ranges from 0 to +1,
where a higher value of Corr represents a higher level of similarity.
To calculate Corr , we first re-sample CCS I (i) and CV oice (i) into the
same length, and Corr can be calculated as:



 n (C
CS I (i) − CCS I )(CV oice (i) − CV oice ) 

(4)
Corr =  i=1
,


(n − 1)δCS I δV oice

Frequency (Hz)

in a voice signal, and then extract the corresponding CSI syllable
samples.

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 7: An example of the syllable detection.
20
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Figure 8: Illustration of the word based feature.
where n is the length of re-sampled sequences CCS I (i) and CV oice (i),
δCS I and δV oice are the sample standard deviations of CCS I (i) and
CV oice (i), respectively.

4.5

Syllable Based Feature Extraction

In the previous section, we have discussed how to obtain the word
based feature Corr from CSI data and voice samples during the voice
command pronunciation. However, it may be not enough to perform
liveness detection only relying on Corr . For example, the dramatic
change of environment will generate the drastic vibrations of CSI
data, which lead to a deviated contour CCS I . To further improve
its performance, we will discuss how to extract time and frequency
domain features of CSI syllable data in this section.
Time Domain Feature Extraction. Fig. 9 shows the amplitudes of CSI syllable data extracted from Section 4.3.2. It is observed that the CSI waveforms belonging to the same mouth motion category have the similar shapes. For instance, in Fig .9(a), the
waveforms of syllable /a:/ and /la:/ have the similar waveform
shapes and amplitude vibrations. And it is also discovered that
the ranges of CSI amplitudes from different syllable categories are
quite different. For instance, as shown in Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 9(d), the
CSI amplitude ranges of syllables /a:/ and /la:/ are much larger
than syllables /u:/ and /дu:/. Thus we can extract the ranges from
the CSI waveforms as their time domain features. For a given CSI
syllable data H S , the CSI time domain feature Ranдe(H S ) can be
calculated as:
Ranдe(H S ) =

N

Max(H Si ) − Min(H Si )
,
N × Mean(H Si )
i=1

(5)

where N represents the number of CSI subcarriers and H Si represents the i th subcarrier of H S .
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and CSI data H of a human voice command. After processing the
input by using the above mentioned modules, WiVo calculates a
word based similarity score Corr , and N S syllable based features
Ranдe(Hs(i)) and C H s (i) for N S syllable Hs(i) (i = 1, ..., N S ) within
the input voice samples.
Syllable Feature Combination. WiVo firstly calculates the
range difference between the given CSI syllable data H S and each
CSI syllable category, which can be calculated as:

N 


 Ranдe(Hs) − Ranдe(H P r e (i, j)  .
SMRT ime (i) =
(6)


N
j=1
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Figure 9: Time domain of four syllable types.
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Figure 10: Frequency domain of four syllable types.
Frequency Domain Feature Extraction. In time domain feature extraction part, we do not take the CSI waveform shapes as the
time domain features, because the CSI waveform shape changes
over time. However, the experimental results show that the frequency shifts of CSI data caused by mouth motion have a relatively
stable pattern. Fig. 10 shows the STFT spectrograms of syllables
which are displayed in Fig. 9, and the contours of frequency spectrograms are marked as black lines. It is observed that the CSI syllable
data from different mouth motion categories have quite different
contours. For instance, the contours of syllables /a:/ and /la:/ are
more widely than that of /e:/ and /дe:/. Therefore, we can utilize
these contours as frequency features of the CSI syllable data. For
a given CSI syllable data H S , WiVo calculates the corresponding
spectrogram contour C H s as described in Section 4.4.

4.6

Since the corresponding syllable type of H S can be calculated
from the voice processing module as shown in Section 4.3.2, we can
calculate the similarity score between H S and its corresponding
syllable type as follow:
SMRT ime (type)
+ α, 1},
(7)
Max(SMRT ime )
where type represents the syllable type of H S , which ranges from 1
to M. The resulted ST ime ranges from 0 to 1, and the value closer
to 1 indicates a high level of similarity. Note that, the function of
adjustment factor α is to prevent ST ime from being zero, and we
empirically set α to 0.1 in this study.
Then, WiVo compares the similarity between the spectrogram
contour C H s and the M-by-N syllable contours C P r e (i, j) from precollected CSI syllables data H P r e . WiVo utilizes Dynamic Time
Wrapping (DTW) to calculate the similarity between C H S and C P r e .
DTW is a dynamic programing method to calculate the similarity
between two sequence with different length, and a smaller result
represents a higher similarity. The similarity between C H s and four
syllable categories (i.e. mouth motion categories) can be calculated
as:
N

DTW (C H s , C P r e (i, j))
.
(8)
SMR F r eq (i) =
N
j=1
ST ime = Min{1 −

(b) /e :/ and /дe :/
Frequency (Hz)

Frequency (Hz)

(a) /a :/ and /l a :/
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Similarity Comparison and Liveness
Identification

Before WiVo performs liveness detection, it is reasonable to assume
that the user can provide totally M-by-N pre-collected CSI syllable
data H P r e , which contain M syllable categories (i.e., four mouth motion categories proposed in Section 3.2) and each category contains
N syllables H P r e (i, j). The input data of WiVo are voice samples

Similar to Eqn. 7, WiVo calculates the similarity score between
C H s and its corresponding i th syllable categories as:
S F r eq = Min{1 −

SMR F r eq (type)
Max(SMR F r eq )

+ α, 1},

(9)

where the adjustment factor α is set to 0.1, and the resulted S F r eq
closer to 1 indicates a high level of similarity.
After obtaining the time domain similarity score ST ime and the
frequency domain similarity score S F r eq of a given CSI syllable
data H S , we can calculate the combination syllable based similarity
score Ssyll as:
(10)
Ssyll = ST ime × S F r eq .
Note that, if the syllable is not within the M syllable categories, we
will discard its similarity score.
Liveness Detection. After performing syllable feature combination for a given voice command, we obtain its word based feature
Corr and the Ssyll (i) of each syllable, where i = 1, 2, ..., N S . Then,
we can calculate the finial decision score of the input, which is
calculated as:
NS

Score = Corr ×
Ssyll (i).
(11)
i=1
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Figure 12: Performance on thwarting spoofing attacks.

We utilize threshold based mechanism to perform human liveness detection in this paper. For the given voice command input,
if its Score is larger than the pre-defined threshold, WiVo regards
it as an authentic voice command. Otherwise, WiVo judges it as
a fake command and refuses to execute it. In the next section, we
will give a detailed experimental evaluation.

corresponding syllables) for 10 times as WiVo’s pre-collected syllable profiles. Then, each volunteer performs voice commands and
the adversary performs spoofing attacks for this volunteer’s profiles.
Then WiVo performs liveness detection by analyzing the collected
CSI data and voice samples with the volunteer’s syllable profiles.
Metrics.To assess the performance of WiVo, we choose the False
Accept Rate (FAR) and the True Accept rate (TAR) as metrics. TAR
is the rate which WiVo detects the authentic user correctly. FAR
characterizes the rate which an attacker is wrongly accepted by
the system and considered as an authentic user. Both FAR and TAR
are influenced by adjusting the verification threshold, and we show
their relationship using Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
curve. In our experiment, we adjust the threshold value of WiVo to
study more comprehensive results.

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
5.1 System Setup
Hardwares. WiVo consists of two hardwares: i) an Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) N210 device which connects two
commercial WiFi antennas, and ii) a microphone, responsible for
collecting voice samples. In the experiment, the distance between
antennas and human is 20cm. The USRP N210 collects CSI data
at the rate of 1000 packets/second in 2.4GHz WiFi frequency with
the 1/2 BPSK modulation mechanism. We exploit USRP rather than
COTS device (e.g., Intel 5300 NIC) to collect CSI data, since some
commercial devices change its power adaptively and result in instable CSI measurements. Choosing USRP can achieve more stable CSI
data. However, USRP and COTS devices have the same functions
in essential.
Feasibility of WiVo. In the experiment, WiVo is incorporated
with Samsung SmartThings platform, which is compatible with
Amazon Alexa, a popular VCS around the world. We develop a
SmartApp in SmartThings platform to implement the function of
WiVo. As shown in Fig. 11, the SmartThings hub interacts with
the Amazon Alexa, WiVo and a smart light with wireless connections. Note that, the WiVo interacts with SmartApp by generating
a virtual device in the SmartApp. In the experiments, when the
Alexa receives the human voice command such as “let there be
light”, it will send the corresponding command to the hub, and at
the same time, WiVo performs liveness detection by analyzing the
collected CSI and voice samples. SmartApp will execute the Alexa’s
command if and only if the liveness detection of WiVo is successful,
and then open the smart light. Otherwise, SmartApp regards the
voice command as an unauthentic one without executing.
Data Collection. We totally recruit 6 volunteers in the experiment. Before performing voice command, each volunteer was required to perform the four categories of mouth motions (i.e., the

5.2

Thwarting Spoofing Attacks

In this subsection, we evaluate the effectiveness of WiVo to defend
against the spoofing attacks. To perform legitimate voice commands,
each volunteer is required to speak 150 voice commands. After that,
we perform spoofing attacks for each user’s syllable profiles for
750 times. For totally 5400 voice commands, the lengths of those
four types of syllables proposed in Section 3.2 range from 4 to 8.
Fig. 12 depicts ROC curve of WiVo in detecting live users in nonattack scenario and in spoofing attack scenario. We observe that
with 1% FAR, the detection rate is as high as 99.1%, using combined
word and syllable based features. More specifically, we find that the
syllable based feature is much better than word based features. For
instance, with 1% FAR, the syllable based detection rate still keeps
99%. However, the word based detection rate is reduced to 87.3%.
The reason is that the word based features are more susceptible
to the environment noise. After WiVo collecting voice and CSI
data, the average time delay of performing per liveness detection
is 0.32 second, which is acceptable in practice. In summary, our
experimental results well validate the effectiveness of WiVo on
defending spoofing attack.

5.3

Scale up to Multiple User’s Scenario

In Section 5.2, for each user, WiVo performs liveness detection
based on his/her CSI syllable profiles. However, in some smart
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home environments with multiple users, it is less likely to collect
each user’s syllable profiles. A more desirable design is to collect
once but work for multiple users. In this section, we perform experiments to evaluate the scalability of WiVo. In experiment, we
firstly recruit a volunteer to provide WiVo with his/her syllable
profiles and record his/her articulatory gesture. Then we recruit
another volunteer to study the articulatory gesture and perform
voice commands for 450 times. After that, we implement spoofing
attacks on Amazon Alexa for 450 times too. Fig. 13 shows the evaluation result of WiVo, where WiVo achieves 96.4% TAR with 1%
FAR, and 96.8% TAR with 2% FAR. Note that, the detection rate
of syllable based feature is smaller than that in Section 5.2. The
reason is that the mouth motion of another volunteer is not the
same as the user which provides the pre-collected syllable profiles.
However, compared with spoofing attacks, WiVo can still achieve a
high detection accuracy, which demonstrates that it is also highly
effective in multiple users scenario.

5.4

90%, which means the features extracted from syllables by WiVo
are accurate enough for liveness detection.

Impact of Syllable Lengths

In this subsection, we investigate the impact of different syllable
lengths of the voice command. Fig. 14 shows the accuracy of different syllable lengths at 2% FAR. The accuracy is the rate of successfully detecting authentic and spoofing commands among all
commands. We can find that with the increase of syllable lengths,
the accuracy raises from 99.5% to 99.7% slightly. This result indicates
that a longer syllable lengths can reduce the impact of misjudgment
of a single syllable. The accuracy of every syllable length is over

Timeliness of CSI Syllable Profiles

It is well known that the mouth motion can be affected by the
emotion or vigor of the user. Further, wireless signals are quite
dynamic. Therefore, the timeliness of user’s syllable profiles may
affect the WiVo’s effectiveness. In the experiment, we recruit a
volunteer to provide syllable profiles. After that, we require the
volunteer to perform voice commands, and the adversary launches
spoofing attacks every 12 hours. In each time, the volunteer speaks
75 voice commands and the adversary performs spoofing attack
for 75 times too. Fig. 15 shows the performance of WiVo under
real-time, 12 hours and 24 hours. It is observed that after 12 hours,
WiVo achieves 99% TAR with 1% FAR, which is similar to real time
performance. After 24 hours, WiVo can still achieve 90.3% TAR
with 1% FAR by utilizing the combined feature. Note that, after
24 hours, the performance of syllable based feature is decreased
to 73.3% TAR with 2% FAR. The performance degradation may be
caused by emotion changes of user or the background environment
changes. However, by utilizing the combined feature, WiVo can
still achieve at least 90% TAR with 2% FAR, which is acceptable in
practice. And we can furthermore enable the WiVo to adaptively
update the user’s profiles to improve its performance.

6

DISCUSSIONS

The performance evaluation part demonstrates the effectiveness
of WiVo on thwarting spoofing attacks. However, there are some
limitations that may degrade the detection accuracy of WiVo and
leave possibilities for adversary to attack the VCS successfully. In
this study, the distance between the user and the antennas of WiVo
affects the performance of WiVo. When the distance is too long,
the collected CSI cannot reflect the mouth motion components and
result in inaccurate judgment of WiVo. To solve this limitation, a
practical solution is increasing the density of IoT devices to make
sure that the user locates in the effective range of WiVo in most
usage scenarios of VCS. Therefore, when user interacts with VCS,
WiVo could dynamically choose the antennas which are closest to
the user to collect CSI data. Besides, the adversary can launch insider
attack, which is not considered in this study. The insider adversary
can approach the VCS physically and mimic the mouth motion of a
benign user, therefore, it brings the consistency between vibrations
of CSI data and voice samples. To thwart the insider attack, more
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sophisticated wireless sensing techniques need to be proposed, and
we will leave it for the future work.

7

RELATED WORK

Attacks Towards VCS. With the prevalent of VCS, the security
issues have been proposed in recent researches [7, 17, 25]. Besides
traditional replay attacks, Carlini et al. [7] showed that the adversary could produce the voice signals that are difficult to understand
by human but could be interpreted to valid commands by VCS.
Based on the hardware limitations of VCS, Roy et al. [17] demonstrated that its practical to exploits two high-frequency waves to
inject voice commands into VCS. Zhang et al. [25] exploited inaudible ultrasonic waves to inject state-of-the-art VCS (e.g., Siri and
Amazon Alexa) and this attack could achieve almost 100% attack
success rate for Siri in office environment.
Defense Mechanisms against VCS Attacks. To enhance the
security of VCS against the above attacks, many researchers have
proposed defense mechanisms [9, 10, 13, 26, 27]. Feng et al. [13]
proposed a scheme which utilizes the acceleration data collected
from the user’s wearable devices to achieve two-factor based liveness detection. Zhang et al. [26, 27] utilized the Doppler effect of
ultrasonic generated from the loudspeaker of smartphone to perform liveness detection. However, these schemes required the user
either to wear specialized devices or hold the phone with a fixed
manner.
Wireless Sensing Technologies. Using wireless signals to sense
human motion has the advantages of device-free and non-invasion,
and recent studies[16, 19, 21, 23] demonstrate its feasibility. Shi
et al. [19] showed that existing WiFi signals generated by indoor
IoT devices can be utilized to achieve user authentication based on
the daily activities. Tan et al. [21] developed WiFinger to capture
subtle changes of finger movements for fine-grained gesture recognition. Qian et al. [16] and Wang et al. [23] demonstrated using
WiFi signals could achieve human localization and tracking with
centimeter-level precisions.

8

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose WiVo, a device-free liveness detection
system to thwart the spoofing attacks toward VCS. WiVo utilizes the
prevalent wireless signals in IoT environment to sense the human
mouth motion, and then verifies the liveness of voice command
according to the consistency between voice samples and CSI data.
WiVo does not require the user to carry any device or demand a
large number of training data. We implement WiVo on SmartThings
platform to demonstrate its feasibility and the results show that
WiVo can achieve 99% detection accuracy with 1% false accept rate.
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